ADDENDUM 4

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Gonzalez Bid Clerk/Buyer

Date: March 27, 2007

Subject: Bid# 07-019, Two Ergonomic Workstations

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal. The Sheriff's Office has responded to the following questions:

1. How many operators will sit in front of the console?  
   There will be one employee per console.

2. How many monitors will be placed on the console?  
   Six monitors per console.

3. Are the monitors CRT displays or flat panel displays?  
   Monitors will be flat panel.

4. What true size are the monitors H x W x D?  
   All flat screens are 19 in unknown on measurements.

5. Is the UPS rack mountable or freestanding?  
   Source for UPS is not located in an equipment room in the Communications office  
   Hook-ups are located beneath and risen floor.

6. What size is the UPS?  
   At this time we are unable to put any further equipment on the current UPS system.
7. Does the customer have a room layout that we can provide a CAD drawing of the workstations positioned in actual place where they will be utilized?  
   No

8. Acoustical panels will be mounted on the front core wall, is this O.K.?  
   Yes is the panel does not interfere with technicians or main

9. What are the sizes of the CPU’s, HXWXD?  
   19 ½ in height 9 inch wide 19 ½ in depth, this is the largest CPU in our section

10. What are the sizes of the Keyboards?  
    19x9

11. How may total outlets will be required? Note: The lift table requires a separate circuit plus the personal environment requires it own separate outlet.  
    Minimum of 7 outlets per station

12. What electrical amperage will be required, 15 amp, 20 amp, etc.?  
    20 amps